**Keyboarding Skills:** Introduces students to keyboards while focusing on letter location.

- **Typing.com:** Learn to type
- **Keyboarding Zoo:** Practice finding letters on the keyboard.
- **Monkey Paws:** Practice finding letters on the keyboard.

**Touchpad skills:** These sites focus on using a mouse, however they can be used to practice on a Chromebook touchpad as well.

- **Scrolling/Moving**
- **Clicking**

**Drag and Drop Skills:** Students will practice following instructions, dragging and dropping.

- **Base Ten Fun**
- **Spelling Practice**

**Navigation Skills:** Students will learn to navigate a page, listen to audio, select pause/play and adjust volume.

- **Talking Library**
- **Look, Listen and Learn**
**Computer Skills**

**Resources for Elementary Students**

**Keyboarding Skills:** For beginning skill levels. Features programs and games designed to learn keyboarding skills.

- **Typing.com:** Learn to type
- **Typing Club:** Introduction to hand positioning and location of letters on the keyboard - choose your level.
- **Meteor:** Practice the location of letters on the keyboard.
- **Type for Your Life:** Practice typing single words.
- **Numbers:** Practice using numbers only.
- **Math Quiz:** Practice using numbers while improving math skills.
- **Typing Games for Kids:** Keyboarding games

**Touchpad Skills:** These sites focus on using a mouse, however they can be used to practice on a Chromebook touchpad as well.

- **Scroll Practice**
- **Clicking**

**Drag and Drop Skills:** Students will practice following instructions, dragging, dropping and using a number keypad.

- **Thinking Blocks**
- **Clean-Up Your Grammar**

**Navigation Skills:** Students will learn to navigate a page, read instructions, click items, drag/drop items, view videos and enter text into fields.

- **Story Starter**
- **Calculator Chaos**
- **Equation Response Editor**
**Keyboarding Skills:** For intermediate skill levels. Features programs and games designed to improve keyboarding skills.

- **Typing.com**: Learn to type or improve your speed
- **Typing Club**: Re-enforcement of hand positioning and touch typing practice - choose your level.
- **Typing Olympics**: Practice typing short sets of words.
- **Typing Race**: Practice typing full sentences.
- **Articles**: Practice typing paragraphs.
- **Math Quiz**: Practice using numbers while improving math skills.
- **Typing Games for Kids**: Keyboarding games

**Touchpad skills:** These sites focus on using a mouse, however they can be used to practice on a Chromebook touchpad as well.

- **Highlighting**
- **Maneuvering Practice**

**Drag and Drop Skills:** Students will practice following instructions, dragging, dropping and using a number keypad.

- **Thinking Blocks**

**Navigation Skills:** Students will learn to navigate a page, read instructions, click items, drag/drop items, view videos and enter text into fields.

- **Make Belief Comix**
- **Calculator Chaos**
- **Calculator Practice**: SBAC Basic Calculator for Grade 6
- **Equation Response Editor**
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Mixed Skills: For advanced skill levels. Features programs to increase typing speed and practice on an SBAC Calculators.

- Typing.com - Learn to type or improve your speed
- Typing Club: Improve typing speed on upper levels.
- Target: Test your typing skills and work towards a target.
- Calculator Practice: SBAC Scientific Calculator for Grades 7 & 8
- Calculator Practice: SBAC Scientific/Graphing Calculator for High School
- Equation Response Editor